
 

Time to Align Course 

Week 2: The Good Will of God 

This PDF has been designed to help you do a deeper dive on this week’s lesson. We 
encourage you to use this study in conjunction with prayer and journaling. Write down 
your thoughts, answers to the questions, prayers, observations on the Scripture, etc.—

and of course, write down anything you feel the Lord is speaking to your heart. 

Summary Point: 
Many believers fear surrendering their lives to God because they secretly believe he will hurt them if 

they do. By contrast, the Bible presents the will of God as our highest good. 

Key Scriptures: Matthew 11:28, John 10:10, Romans 8:28, John 14:27, John 15:11, John 14:16, 1 
Peter 5:7, Matthew 6:25-34, 2 Timothy 1:7, Ephesians 2:10.

Study Questions 
1. The word “align” can mean to arrange things in a straight line or to give support to someone or 
something. When we align ourselves with God, we get the benefit of leaving our crooked, confused 
lives to line up with his straight paths. To receive this benefit, however, we need to pay attention to 
the second definition. We need to cooperate with him, which means we’ll need to trust him. Do you 
trust God? Be as honest as you can as you answer this question. Why or why not? 

2. Often, trust and surrender are where we get cold feet. This week we talked about some of the 
reasons why. Can you identify areas where you struggle to trust God? What are they? Why do you 
think you struggle in this area? Do any of this lesson’s Scriptures speak to this area of your life? 
What do they say to you? 

3. Is there an area you know you are holding back from God? Why? What are you afraid of? 



4. We fear God as something he is not: as one who wants to take away all we love in the name of 
surrender. But considering that he loved us enough to die for us and that he can do more for us than 
we can ask or imagine (Ephesians 3:20), doesn’t it make more sense to surrender? Shouldn’t our 
expectation be that he has incredible things planned for us? 

5. Ask God what he wants to do for you and in you. What is his good will for you? Write down the 
answers that come to you. 
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